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Does the case provide important insight or illuminate a previously hidden problem? Doing so may reveal
important new insights into recommending how governments in other predominantly Muslim nations can
formulate policies that support improved access to education for girls. Here you can check the format sample
as well as download paper example to use it as a writing template for your own work. How to Approach
Writing a Case Study Research Paper General information about how to choose a topic to investigate can be
found under the " Choosing a Research Problem " tab in this writing guide. The participatory ERA process
also increased the transparency of the ERA by exposing the logic and rationale for decisions made at each
step. It is also important to articulate why a particular place as the case for study is being used if similar places
also exist [i. We evaluate whether the inclusion of more diverse experts and practitioners in ERA improved the
ecological knowledge base about South African biodiversity and the potential impacts of genetically modified
GM crops. Highlight any findings that were unexpected or especially profound. A phenomenon refers to a
fact, occurrence, or circumstance that can be studied or observed but with the cause or explanation to be in
question. Another way to think about choosing a case to study is to consider how the results from investigating
a particular case may result in findings that reveal ways in which to resolve an existing or emerging problem.
The research problem could be that ISIS fighters are difficult to combat because they are highly mobile. If
your subject of analysis is a place. The case could also point to the need for scholars to apply feminist theories
of work and family to the issue of water conservation. Explain the Meaning of the Findings and Why They are
Important Systematically explain the meaning of your case study findings and why you believe they are
important. Locate your own research within the context of existing literature [very important! The two
elements should be linked. Explain how they are linked and what elements of the case will help to expand
knowledge and understanding about the problem. In this sense, a phenomenon that forms your subject of
analysis can encompass anything that can be observed or presumed to exist but is not fully understood. If no
prior case studies have been used to address the research problem, explain why you have selected this subject
of analysis. For example, Walo, Bull, and Breen conducted a case study to identify and evaluate the direct and
indirect economic benefits and costs of a local sports event in the City of Lismore, New South Wales,
Australia. Bibliography Definition The term case study refers to both a method of analysis and a specific
research design for examining a problem, both of which are used in most circumstances to generalize across
populations. A case study brings tons of different information related to reasons and causes. If prior to your
conclusion, you have not yet explained the significance of your findings or if you are proceeding inductively,
use the conclusion of your paper to describe your main points and explain their significance. Be sure to
thoroughly extrapolate what your analysis of the case can tell the reader about situations or conditions beyond
the actual case that was studied while, at the same time, being careful not to misconstrue or conflate a finding
that undermines the external validity of your conclusions. Case Study Research: Design and Methods. A case
study of a place must not only describe its various attributes relevant to the research problem [e. The idea is to
encourage a discussion where students offer their own versions and opinions. There may be anecdotal
evidence that retention rates were better for girls who were on social media, but this observation would only
point to the need for further research and would not be a definitive finding if this was not a part of your
original research agenda. If you haven't already done so in the discussion section, be sure to document the
limitations of your case study and needs for further research.


